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Automating Viewers’ Side Annotations on TV Drama

from Internet Bulletin Boards

Hiroshi Uehara† and Kenichi Yoshida†

This paper proposes a method for creating the viewers’ side annotations that reflect viewers’
attentions on TV dramas. Internet bulletin boards are filled with large amount of viewers’
dialogues concerning TV programs. Our approach is to extract the viewers’ attention em-
bedded in these dialogues and express them in the form of the graphical structures called
attention graphs. The attention graphs act as viewers’ side annotations. Viewers’ side an-
notations assist in providing viewers with hints to locate their favorite scenes in full-length
TV programs. In general, Internet bulletin boards are described without any particular order
and are expressed in a poor grammatical manner. Our approach is to statistically recognize
the notable frequencies of the words which represent viewers’ attentions out from such un-
structured documents. Attention graphs are the outcome of this approach. Attention graphs
are evaluated by three types of tests. The test results demonstrate that attention graphs
sufficiently act as viewers’ side annotations, in terms of pointing out which scene the viewers
pay attention to and clarifying how deeply viewers are impressed by the scenes.

1. Introduction

The rapid increase in the capacity of local
storage devices such as hard disk recorders has
enabled to record a whole month of TV pro-
grams. On the other hand, spare time to watch
TV is not expected to increase in daily life. As
a result, the gap between the large volume of
stored TV programs and viewers’ spare time
for watching TV is being enlarged. One possi-
ble solution to bridge this gap is to make use of
annotations which act as indexes to each seg-
mentised period within a full-length program,
thereby one can pick out only the highlights.
However, constructing annotations on each pro-
gram manually is a time consuming and expen-
sive process. Thus a way to automate annota-
tions is required.

Several related works presented ways to auto-
mate annotations. The approach presented in
these works is to make use of the documents de-
rived from the production of TV programs, such
as scripts or scenarios. In general, these docu-
ments are described in a clear step wise manner
in accordance with the progress in correspond-
ing TV programs. This characteristic can be
effectively used to find out the point where the
annotations should be attached in the TV pro-
grams. Thus, the use of these documents leads
to successful automated annotations. Never-
theless, the annotations are not necessarily ef-
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fective in the sense that they might not pro-
vide viewers with hints on the scenes occupying
viewers’ interests, because the annotations are
based on documents that reflect the producers’
intentions, but not viewers’ attention.

Internet bulletin boards and weblogs are filled
with dialogues concerning TV programs. If we
could apply the same approach above to these
documents, the created annotations might re-
flect viewers’ attentions because they are com-
pletely on the viewers’ point of view. However,
their ambiguous description styles prevent pre-
vious approaches from automating annotations,
because these approaches work only when step
wise logical documents exist.

In this paper, we try to find statistical reg-
ularities out of a large amount of unstructured
dialogues in the Internet bulletin board to cre-
ate “viewers’ side annotations”. What we call
“attention graph” is a representation of view-
ers’ side annotations that reflect viewers’ at-
tentions. The idea of creating attention graphs
have been introduced in Ref. 1) with a simple
qualitative test. In this paper, we apply the
idea to drama programs and evaluate the per-
formance of attention graphs quantitatively and
graphically. Thus, we show how effectively the
attention graphs act as the viewers’ side anno-
tations.

Section 2 of this paper first surveys related
work and points out its limitations, and clar-
ify the motivation of this research. Section 3
explains the basic ideas, and Section 4 reports
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on the implemented system. Section 5 explains
the experimental results. Finally, Section 6 con-
cludes our findings.

2. Related Work

In prior research, several different approaches
have been made to automate annotations on
TV programs. One approach is to make use of
text documents as introduced in the previous
section. One study following this approach has
applied the scorecard as the text document to
annotate baseball games 2). Typically, baseball
games consist of repeated events, defined as the
batting performance of each player. For exam-
ple in one event, a player makes a hit to gain
a base. In another event a player gets struck
out. A scorecard has a clear repeating patterns
of such events as observed in the game. This
research has made use of this regularities and
successfully create the annotations to baseball
games on the air. A similar study can be found
in case of TV cooking programs 3). In this case,
the research focused on the stepwise pattern
found in the expository text books for cook-
ing programs and has successfully created anno-
tations called “flow graphs” that synchronizes
with its cooking procedure. Another study is
concerning news programs. It has attempted to
annotate news broadcasting programs based on
captions 4),5). Drama programs have also been
a theme for the same type of research. Acting
scripts have been applied in this case 6). Gen-
erally, all these type of approaches depend on
the derivational documents described in a clear
stepwise manner.

A different approach is to make use of
acoustic characteristics or iconic characteristics
found in TV programs themselves. One exam-
ple in the research made use of iconic character-
istics in terms of the changing patterns of shots
in programs. The research claimed that high-
lights in the programs are generally accompa-
nied by more frequent changes of shots than the
other scenes. Based on these findings, the study
proposed a way to extract highlighted scenes
out of the TV programs 7). The efficiency of
these kinds of approaches is limited, because
each scene in a program is not necessarily ac-
companied by iconic characteristics or acoustic
characteristics.

We try to automate annotations by making
use of Internet bulletin boards. Our approach
is similar to those described above in terms of
making use of text documents. Nevertheless, it

can be said to be an unprecedented approach
in that we intend to automate viewers’ side an-
notations which reflect viewers’ attentions by
making use of the text documents created by
viewers themselves but not by producers. Fur-
thermore, applying the above approaches to In-
ternet bulletin boards is not effective, because
Internet bulletin boards are characterized by
their ambiguous structure. Therefore, our chal-
lenge is to seek for a technique to extract a kind
of patterns out of such ambiguous structured
documents.

The important phenomenon our method uses
is the synchronization between ongoing TV pro-
grams and articles posted to Internet bulletin
boards. After our original idea had been pro-
posed in Ref. 9), similar work has been reported
by other researchers in Ref. 8). They also re-
port the common existence of similar synchro-
nization. We experimentally confirm the ability
of the analysis on this synchronization in Sec-
tion 5.

A distance education system is proposed in
Ref. 13). It also uses synchronization between
ongoing video programs and articles posted to
bulletin boards. In Ref. 13), time stamps at-
tached to each comment on the bulletin board
are used for creating annotations on video lec-
tures. Our proposal is the same in this sense.
However, the huge amount the articles used in
our study enables the statistical analysis. Over
thousands of articles enables the automatic ex-
traction of important keywords.☆

In terms of practical usage, the successful
achievement of our approach will contribute to
realizing selective viewing of TV programs in
accordance with viewers’ attention. Viewers of-
ten pay attention to scenes that were not in-
tended to arouse their interest. For example,
in the case of drama, background characters of-
ten attract more attention from viewers than
leading characters. In another case the charac-
ters playing villains arouse viewers’ sympathy.
These facts imply that the intentions of those
who produce TV programs do not necessarily
meet with the viewers’ attention. The viewers’
side annotations based on our approach bridge
this gap, and enable viewers to select their fa-
vorite scenes.

☆ In the experiments reported in Section 5, we extract
names of actors as keywords.
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3. Statistical Approach for Creating
Annotations Based on Internet Bul-
letin Boards

This section introduces the basic idea for cre-
ating annotations out from Internet bulletin
boards. Our idea is rooted in the characteris-
tics found in Japan’s largest Internet bulletin
boards called “Channel 2”. In the following
subsections, we first explain viewers’ common
activities that express their attentions. Sec-
ondary we explain how these activities explic-
itly appear on Channel 2, the Japanese largest
bulletin board. Then we introduce the basic
idea for extracting viewers’ attention and cre-
ating annotations. After that, a statistical tech-
nique is introduced to embody the basic idea,
followed by an explanation of graphical output
from this technique.

3.1 Viewers Attentions
TV programs often evoke the common ex-

citements among the viewers. For example,
viewers watching comedies or action dramas are
excited with almost the same scenes, such as
scenes of good jokes or thrilling scenes. These
excitements often form a kind of communities
in which the viewers share their excitements
among themselves. For example, viewers come
together for drama freaks’ communities, and ex-
press their excitements with each other. In this
situation, we can often find an echo effect. An
echo effect is a situation where each viewer says
the same meaning word one after another. For
example, each viewer mentions the same actor
who played the good performance. The echo
effect is viewers’ activities caused by their de-
sire to share their excitements, and is a very
common response among TV viewers. The ef-
fects occur not only in real communities like
lunch time conversations among office ladies,
but also in virtual communities like Internet
bulletin boards of drama freaks.

Furthermore, in case of virtual communi-
ties, echo effects sometimes occur exactly when
the TV programs are on the air. In fact, so
called “double screen symptom”, meaning view-
ers manipulate PCs while watching TV, is now
prevailing. Two statistical figures support this
symptom. One is an article by Nikkei news.
According to the article10), approximately 40
per cent of viewers were in the double screen
conditions while watching the Olympic Games
in Athens in 2004. Another supporting fig-
ure is brought from Hakuhodo, second largest

ad agency. Reference 11) shows that 52.9 per
cent of viewers have several experiences to use
Internet access while watching TV programs.
Thus, real time echo effects between double
screen players are becoming ordinal phenom-
ena. Reference 15) analyzes how actively the
double screeners post articles on ongoing TV
programs. Reference 15) also found that the in-
formation of articles on ongoing TV programs
is far richer than that of non simultaneous ar-
ticles on past TV programs.

Making use of such real time echo effects on
virtual communities, we try to recognize view-
ers’ attention on TV programs.

3.2 Internet Bulletin Boards on TV
Dramas

This research focuses on the Japan’s largest
Internet bulletin board called “Channel 2”12) as
a source of viewers’ attention. Channel 2 is a
virtual channel which does not exist on terres-
trial TV broadcasting in Japan. In fact, Chan-
nel 2 is an aggregation of a large number of
Internet bulletin boards called “Threads”. Dif-
ferent topic is discussed in each Thread. View-
ers can selectively participate in their favorite
Threads. Out of these Threads, the Threads
concerning TV programs are especially exten-
sive and very active. The name of Channel 2 is
thought to be derived from such characteristic.

As described earlier, Internet bulletin boards
are generally composed of ambiguous de-
scription styles, and the same applies to
Threads. The dialogues often include jargon
that only regular participants can understand
their meanings. Their sentences often do not
follow proper Japanese grammatical rules. And
the rules for making comments are so unre-
stricted that the dialogues often jump the track
from ongoing scenes.

Meanwhile, the Threads concerning TV pro-
grams show a typical echo effect as commonly
observed in other Internet bulletin boards on
TV programs. By this effect, words represent-
ing viewers’ attention tend to appear with no-
table frequency as compared with the other
words. Furthermore, the frequency can be sta-
tistically recognized in Threads, because they
are composed of a large volume of comments
ranging from 2,000 to 5,000 per one hour of
drama program. Thus, our basic idea for recog-
nizing the viewers’ attention is to statistically
distinguish these words from the unstructured
dialogues.

Although the idea above might be effective in
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Fig. 1 Live Thread in Channel 2.

terms of recognizing the statistical regularities
out of unstructured dialogues, it is not suffi-
cient for creating the annotations, because we
still do not know corresponding scene that the
extracted words indicate. We need the infor-
mation that enables us to recognize the linkage
between these words and corresponding scenes
in the TV program. To overcome this issue,
we make use of the time stamps attached to
each comment in the Threads. Figure 1 shows
the layout of a Thread. Each comment is at-
tached with the time stamp indicating when the
participant make their comments. When view-
ers participate in the Threads, they make their
comments exactly when their favorite scenes
come out. Naturally, these time stamps rep-
resent the scenes that each comment mentions
about. Thus, recognizing symbolic words at-
tached with these time stamps leads to extract-
ing information of viewers’ attention that act as
viewers’ side annotations. Hereafter, we call the
words in echo effects symbolic words. Follow-
ing subsections explain a statistical technique
for extracting symbolic words.

3.3 The Method to Extract Symbolic
Words

Symbolic words frequently appear in the
Thread when viewers’ favorite scene comes out.
To extract such symbolic words from Threads,
we need some methods which measure fre-
quency of words. Term frequency and inverse
document frequency, i.e., TF/IDF, is a well-
known method which measure the frequency of
words. Although the method is adequate to
measure the frequency of words in a given doc-
ument, we need a slightly different method. In

Fig. 2 “Extracting symbolic words”.

our case, the frequency should be counted by
each period of echo effect,which means that the
corresponding segment for each echo effect in
the Thread should be recognized as the sepa-
rate documents. TF/IDF does not provide with
the way for the segmentation.

To cope with this issue, we propose a method,
which can recognize temporally fluctuating seg-
ments. While an echo effect occurs, cor-
responding symbolic word reappears consecu-
tively within considerably short intervals. Mak-
ing use of this characteristic, our rule exam-
ines the intervals between neighboring appear-
ances. Only if the observed intervals are short
enough, the appearance is counted as the fre-
quency. The words showing outstanding fre-
quency under this rule is recognized as symbolic
words. Figure 2 shows the idea. The vertical
axis represents the time sequence of the Thread.
In this example, the threshold of the interval is
initialized as 3, and the threshold of the fre-
quency is initialized as 3. Given these values,
frequency of the word Tom is reset at t5 to 1 be-
cause the interval between t1 and t5 is greater
than 3. After that the frequency is counted up
to 2 at t6. Tom is not recognized as a symbolic
word, because it never surpasses its threshold
of the frequency. The word Lucy is counted
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up to 3 at t5, because it consecutively appears
with shorter intervals than 3. And again Lucy
is counted up to 4 at t13 after the frequency is
reset to 1 at t9. In this example, Lucy is rec-
ognized as a symbolic word twice, i.e., from t1
to t5, and from t9 to t13. Although the words
are the same, they are different symbolic words
in the sense that they represent different echo
effects.

3.4 Attention Graph, Graphical Struc-
ture of Viewers’ Side Annotation

In the event of echo effects, the more en-
thusiastically viewers pay attention to a scene,
the more frequently the symbolic words appear.
The appearances with shorter intervals indicate
higher degree of enthusiasm. To measure the
degree of enthusiasm, we apply the extraction
method above by varying the value of the in-
terval. Narrower interval results in extracting
symbolic words representing stronger enthusi-
asm, and vice versa.

Figure 3 shows the example. Note that this
figure is the expansion of Fig. 2, in terms of
adding the variable intervals (i.e., degree of en-
thusiasm) on the vertical axis. The time se-
quence of the Thread is on the horizontal axis.
In this example, two symbolic words are ob-
served. One of them starts to appear at t5 and
ends at t20, indicating the interval is less than
5. Inside this period, there is a graph indicat-
ing a narrower interval, 3 from t10 to t15 which
indicates stronger echo effects. Multiple extrac-
tions with different values of intervals enable
analysis of enthusiasm. Similarly, another sym-
bolic word starts to appear at t40 and ends at
t50 with the interval of less than 4. This in-
dicates the stronger echo effect than the first
one. Again, there is the period inside where
the symbolic words appear more frequently at

Fig. 3 Attention graph.

the intervals less than 2.
As the example shows, multiple executions

of the extraction rule construct mountaneous
graph structure. The height of the graph indi-
cates the degree of enthusiasm. On the other
hand, the horizontal position acts as the in-
dexes to the corresponding scenes that viewers
actually keep their attentions. Starting time
and ending time of the position are synchro-
nized with ongoing TV program. We call this
graph “attention graph”. Attention graph acts
as viewers’ side annotations representing the
scenes that viewers pay attention to as well as
their degrees of enthusiasm. It also has the in-
formation of symbolic words.

4. TV Drama Annotating System

4.1 System Configuration
Figure 4 illustrates the system configuration

of a prototype TV drama annotating system.
The component 1© records TV drama and pro-
duces an mpeg4 video stream.

While the recording component 1© is record-
ing TV drama, the corresponding Thread is
downloaded and a morphological analysis is ap-
plied to extract words from the Thread ( 2©).
The preprocessing component 2© also deletes
stop words and consolidates different expres-
sions of the same meaning words, such as jar-
gons or nicknames of actors into single words.
For the consolidation, the preprocessing com-
ponent 2© makes use of dictionary that defines
different expression of the same meaning words

In order to construct the dictionary, we used
the information published on the official web
site of the drama, and manually refined its con-
tents. Since most of the official web sites of

Fig. 4 System configuration.
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the dramas have lists of the actors’ full names,
we used them as the primary dictionary. From
this information, we first break down an actor’s
full name into a first name and a last name and
registering them separately. For example, if the
actor’s name is Takuya Kimura, we just regis-
ter both Takuya and Kimura separately as the
aliases of Takuya Kimura. We also added ac-
tor’s popular nick names if they have. In the
case of Takuya Kimura, we added KimuTaku
as the alias of Takuya Kimura.

In order to consolidate jargons, we made use
of “Ni-channel jisyo”14). Although the dictio-
nary we used is simple, it is enough to help
our main procedures which statistically ana-
lyzes keywords in the articles.

In the graph creation component 3©, we im-
plement the algorithm which embodies the ex-
traction method of attention graph described
in Section 3 (See next subsection for the de-
tails.). Component 4© just converts output of
3© into text stream data. Finally, component 5©
merges the video stream from 1© and the text
stream 4© and enables to view the TV programs
synchronized with attention graphs.

4.2 Algorithm for Generating Atten-
tion Graphs

The algorithm implemented on graph cre-
ation component is described on Fig. 5. It in-
puts two files. “TimeStampedWordsFile”, the
output file from the pre-processing component,
has the list of morpholized words from Live
Threads. Each word in this file has time stamp
derived from the Live Thread, thus all the
words are sorted out by the time sequence. An-
other file is KeyWordFile. This file includes the
same words as TimeStampedWordsFile. The
differences are that the words in this file are
attached with threshold on interval, and each
word is uniquely registered.

The algorithm first reads a word from Key-
WordFile then, searches for the same word in
TimeStampedWordsFile. Every time when the
word is found, the algorithm calculates the in-
terval between the time stamp of the word and
the one of the word previously found. If the
interval is less than the threshold, the algo-
rithm tentatively stores the word with its time
stamp in WkAttnGraphRec then increment the
counter. On the other hand, if the interval sur-
passes the threshold, the algorithm checks if
the counter of the word in WkAttnGraphRec
surpasses the threshold of the frequency. If
it is true, stored data in WkAttnGraphRec is

Fig. 5 Algorithm for generating attention graphs.

recognized as symbolic words, and written in
AttnGraphFile. If it is false, stored data is
cleared out. By decrementing the threshold
from given threshold down to 1, this algorithm
extracts every periods which represent differ-
ent degrees of viewers’ enthusiasms. Here the
periods share the same symbolic words. With
higher threshold, periods of higher enthusiasms
are extracted. With a smaller threshold, peri-
ods of lower enthusiasms are extracted. After
that, the next same word is searched in TimeS-
tampedWordsFile. If it is found, the threshold
is reset back to the given value. Then the al-
gorithm again extracts the periods of viewers’
attention. This procedure is repeated by decre-
menting the threshold until it reaches to 1.
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When TimeStampedWordsFile reaches to its
end, the algorithm read the next word from
KeyWordFile, and start over all the procedure
above from the first record in TimeStamped-
WordsFile to the end. Thus, all the data for
attention graphs are written in AttnGraphFile.

5. Evaluations

To evaluate the performance of the attention
graphs, we have executed three types of tests.
In this section, we start with the synchronicity
test, which is to verify that the positions of the
attention graphs act as the indexes to the scenes
of dramas. Then, next test is to verify that
the positions of attention graphs are coincident
with the ones viewers actually pay attention to.
Final test is to show that the heights of the
attention graphs coincide with the degrees of
viewers’ enthusiasm.

In these tests, the candidates for symbolic
words are limited to the actors’ names. This is
based on the preliminary study we performed.
We invited actual viewers and showed them
the drama program to ask them which scenes
they were interested in. During the test, we
also asked them about what information con-
tributed to their interest on each scene. For
this purpose, we prepared 6 categories, i.e., ac-
tors’ shape, actors’ performance, scenario, act-
ing scripts, setting of the scene, and gadgetries
as the candidates of the contributing factors.
Then, we asked the viewers to prioritize these
categories for each scene of interest.

Based on the test, we carried out principal
component analysis, and found that actors are
the most contributing factor of viewers’ inter-
ests. Table 1 shows the results in detail. The
principal eigenvector on the first column shows
relatively large weights on actors’ shape, and
actors’ performance. Thus, this eigenvector
can be interpreted as the contributing factor
concerning actors. In addition to that, weight
of the contribution of the eigenvector is 31.1,
which is far larger than the contribution weight
of the second eigenvector, 17.8. Since actors’
names are the most important words for the

Table 1 The contributing factor for viewers’
interests.

annotations in terms of mostly reflecting view-
ers’ interests, we only select actors’ name in the
experiments.

5.1 Synchronicity Test of Attention
Graphs

If the positions of attention graphs correctly
reflect the times at which the viewers’ atten-
tion is kept alive, each attention graph should
appear exactly when corresponding scene ap-
pears. For example, the attention graph labeled
by the symbolic word Tom starts to appear at
24 minutes 10 seconds after the start of the show
and disappear at 25 minutes 25 seconds, Tom
should actually appear in the scene. For this
test, we have taken 20 minutes of drama and
corresponding Thread. In this test the candi-
dates for the symbolic words are simply limited
to actors’ names. Under these conditions, we
executed the system shown in Fig. 4 and com-
pared the video stream with the text stream
to see if each attention graph appears exactly
when the corresponding actors appear in the
scene.

The system created 30 attention graphs from
a 20-minute sequence of drama, and we veri-
fied 23 out of them are synchronized with the
actors who actually appear in the scenes. Re-
maining 7 are all errors. 5 attention graphs
out of these errors found to appear while the
video stream shows commercial messages. Par-
ticipants in the Threads keep chatting during
commercial message breaks. They tend to re-
view the most attractive scenes before the com-
mercial messages. The reason of 5 errors are at-
tributed to these kind of participants’ behavior.
If we eliminate these errors created during com-
mercial messages, attention graphs resulted in
23 matches out of 25, which is satisfying figure
equivalent to 92 percent matching ratio.

5.2 Coincidence of Attention Graphs
with Viewers’ Attentions

The second and third tests are to verify that
attention graphs coincide with viewers’ atten-
tion and their degree of enthusiasm. For this
purpose, we have invited 27 viewers, showing
them a 20-minute sequence of drama, and ask-
ing them manually construct attention graphs.
Then, we compared manually constructed at-
tention graphs with the attention graphs cre-
ated by our system. The second test is to
check if the positions (i.e., starting time and
ending time) of both attention graphs coincide
with each other. Figure 6 illustrates the re-
sults. Horizontal columns represent the actors’
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Fig. 6 The positions of attention graphs.

names labeled to each attention graph. Each
column is divided into two sub-categories. Un-
der these sub-categories, shadowy bars appear
along with the vertical axis, which represents
the time sliced with 10-second intervals. The
dark shadowy bars under the left sub-categories
represent the positions of the automated atten-
tion graphs. The light shadowy bars under the
right sub-categories represent the positions of
the manual attention graphs. If the positions
of automated attention graphs correctly reflect
where the echo effects occur, the dark shadowy
bars should appear at the same time with the
light shadowy bars.

As shown in this figure, most of the corre-
sponding shadowy bars appear approximately
at the same times. To evaluate this result with

Table 2 The coefficients of correlations.

Actor A 0.7
Actor B 0.7
Actor C 0.9
Actor D 0.9
Actor E 0.9
Actor F 0.9
Actor G 0.6

statistical correlations, we labeled the positions
with shadowy bars “1”, and labeled the posi-
tions without any shadowy bars “0”. In this
way, we have calculated the coefficients of cor-
relations between corresponding shadowy bars.
The result of the calculation is shown in Ta-
ble 2. Most of the correlations are ranging
from 0.7 to 0.9. Thus, the result confirms that
the positions of the automated attention graphs
correctly reflect where the echo effects actually
occur.

5.3 Coincidence of the Degrees of En-
thusiastic

The third test is to verify that the attention
graphs correctly reflect the degree of viewers’
enthusiasm. For this purpose, we additionally
asked invited viewers to give their subjective
degrees of their enthusiastic to each manually
constructed attention graph. The degrees are
expressed in the figure ranging from 1 to 5. 1
means the lowest degree. Because we found the
viewers felt difficulties to express their degrees
of enthusiasm by every tiny intervals, such as
10 seconds, we just asked them to point out the
most impressive time in each attention graph
and label the degree.

Again Fig. 7 shows the comparison of man-
ual attention graphs with the automated ones.
While Fig. 6 shows the comparison of the po-
sitions of the attention graphs, Fig. 7 shows
the comparison of the degree of enthusiasm as
well. The horizontal axis represents the time
sequence, and the vertical axis represents the
degree. The graphs are separately depicted by
each actor’s name, A to G. The dark shadowy
sequential line graphs represent the automated
attention graphs, and the light shadowy ones
represent the manual attention graphs.

Underlying assumption to depict the light
shadowy graphs is that the degree of enthu-
siasm given by the viewers would remain un-
changed throughout the duration of the atten-
tion graph. If multiple viewers labeled different
points with different degrees for the same atten-
tion graph, the degrees are assumed to decline
or rise linearly between the points.
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Fig. 7 Comparison of attention levels.

In principle, Fig. 7 shows the coincidence of
the heights between both the attention graphs,
which indicates automated attention graphs
correctly reflect viewers’ enthusiasm. Several
incoincidences are found between the graphs.
Typical examples are the graphs labeled as A2
and B2. The positions of both of A2 and B2
are corresponding to the scenes where Actor
A seriously argues with Actor B. Most of the
viewers are thought to feel enthusiastic to the
argues themselves, but not the actors. Actors’
names just act as the symbols mark of the argu-
ing scenes in this case. And participants in the
Thread seem to symbolize the arguing scenes by
Actor A, while the invited viewers seem to sym-
bolize them by Actor B. Similarly, the graphs
D1 and E1 represent the arguing scene between
Actor D and Actor E.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a method
for creating viewers’ side annotations to TV
dramas from the viewers’ dialogues on Inter-
net bulletin boards. In general, dialogues on
Internet communities are often expressed in a
poor grammatical manner, preventing the pre-
vious methods from being applied effectively.
In order to overcome this issue, we proposed
a statistical method which enables to count the

frequency separately by each temporally fluctu-
ating segment. The results from applying the
method can be expressed in the form of atten-
tion graphs. The performance tests of attention
graphs show that:
( 1 ) The positions of attention graphs act as

indexes to the scenes that viewers pay
attention to.

( 2 ) The heights of attention graphs generally
reflect the degree of viewers’ enthusiasm
to each scene.

In summary, attention graphs succeeded in
expressing two properties belonging to viewers’
attention. One is the positions of the attention,
and another one is the degree of enthusiasm.
Although attention graphs tell us about what
the viewers pay attention to by symbolic words,
they do not tell us how the viewers feel. For
example, in case of the symbolic word Tom, we
can not tell that the underling feeling is empa-
thy for him or hate for him. Internet bulletin
boards are filled with viewers’ feelings, there
are some possibilities to extract these kinds of
viewers feelings to each scene. Our next issue
will be to seek for the method which enables
recognition of viewers’ feelings.
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